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Life through a glass
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After a distinguished career in the maritime world, Virginie Saverys led 

a peaceful life retired from business on her Tuscan property. Out of love 

for the region, she held a minority stake in a renowned Tuscan winery: 

Avignonesi. Out of the blue, the majority owner and manager had to 

leave. Overnight Virginie found herself at the head of a vineyard of 

around one hundred hectares. She knew nothing about viticulture.

Faced with this dire situation, Virginie enrolled for a two-year course at

the Institut Scientifique de la Vigne et du Vin in Bordeaux where she met  

eminent teachers who performed a complete survey of the winery and 

the  vineyards and guided her to plan the future of Avignonesi. She was  

already convinced by organic viticulture, but her encounter with Paul  

Masson and Anne-Claude Leflaive in Burgundy was an epiphany: she  

discovered biodynamics.

To her dismay, she realised that the estate was devastated by all kinds of  

pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and other biocides, each more toxic 

than  the next. The degenerated vines suffered from all diseases. The 

animals  had deserted the place, and the workers had their skin eaten 

away by allergies and dermatitis because of the toxic products.
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History



After more than ten years of constant efforts, the vineyard surface has practically doubled, toxic products are

banned, the soils are teeming with life, the plants invigorated have strengthened their immune system, the

animals have found a sanctuary that shelters them, and especially the women and men work in dignity with a

firm sense of doing good. To everybody's surprise, life sprung back with perhaps even more vigour as if it

wanted to take revenge.

Restoring life in the heart of nature is not only doing good to a territory, to a community, but it is above all

endeavour to do good to our planet because today it is everyone's concern. Virginie is at the helm of an estate of

445 acres/176 hectares fully certified organic and biodynamic and all wines are vegan. Today, Avignonesi is the

largest regenerative winery in Italy.

History
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Wines
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Values
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Observe
Biodynamic is empirical, experimental and
intuitive. It encourages us to walk
our vineyards day in day out. We may cover
our boots with mud, but we keep our eyes
wide open. Be it in the fields or the cellar what
we observe helps us to understand Nature's
laws.

Preserve
We endeavour to preserve the environment by 
reviving the soils, reducing GHG emissions, 
treating wastewater, fostering biodiversity, 
and favouring the use of renewable energies 
while caring for our human resources' well-
being. In so doing, we intend to preserve the 
individual and collective interests of 
consumers.

Serve
Serving is not only contributing to an
overwhelming cause. Who claims to save the
planet must begin modestly by caring for
those most exposed. Often, field workers live
in more precarious conditions than flora and
fauna. Safety and dignity at work are
the cornerstones of our corporate culture.

Deserve
Nature is a treasure that can easily be 
compromised; it deserves everyone's utmost 
care. We belong to a growing number of 
vintners who pledge to work humbly for the 
common good. We wish to deserve your 
endorsement as it will support us in our 
mission. Also, we get on with the job because 
you deserve it.



People
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115 total employees in 2020
4% members of underepresented groups

67 men – 58%

48 women – 42%

 More than 50% of all 
employees receive trainings 
regurlarly

 Over 2300 hours of training
 Trainings offered: HACCP, 

anti-fire, ISO 9001, OHSAS 
18001, RLS, Confined 
Environment, first aid, 
cellar safety, pesticide, 
workplace safety, 
agricultural worker safety

 80% of workers are full time employees
 100% of employees are paid above the minimum 

wage.
 100% are fully covered by Universal Health Care
 33% of employees are younger than 25 or older 

than 50
 Every employee is contracted through fully legal 

frameworks

 3 Minor incidents in
2020, resulting in 37
working days lost



Footprint
Scope 1 

Direct emissions from 
company-owned and  
controlled resources

Scope 2 
Consumption of 
purchased electricity, 
heat and cooling

CO2e: metric measure used to compare the emissions from various greenhouse gaese on the basis of their global-warming potential (GWP) by 
converting amounts of other gases to the equivalent amount of carbon dioxide with the same global warming potential

198.000 kg o CO2e

53% of total footprint

Predominantly 
electricity consumption

174.000 kg of CO2e

47% of total footprint

Predominantly fuel 
consumed by vineyards 
gear
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GHG emission reduction

543.512

2019 2020

Total CO2e

31%

CO2e: metric measure used to compare the emissions from various greenhouse gaese on the basis of their global-warming potential (GWP) by 
converting amounts of other gases to the equivalent amount of carbon dioxide with the same global warming potential

1332 tonnes of grapes harvested in 2020

31% reduction in overall footprint
372.946

67% reduction in organic fertilizer use

33% reduction in fuel use compared to 
2019

5% reduction of the non-renewable 
energy consumption
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Solar Panels

Solar panels installed on the roof of Via del Santo facility,
taking advantage of the powerful sun in Tuscany

Annual energy production of 169 MWh deriving from 424 modules
that occupy an area of 691.54 m2 and is made up of 14 generators

This represents 24% of the total electric energy consumed
by Avignonesi

MWH: Megawatt per hour which is the equivalent of 1000 KW
The background picture shows the new set of solar panels that were installed in 2021 on the roofs of La Lodola
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Purchased Diesel

37% decrease in fuel purchase from 
2014 to 2020.
12% decrease compared to 2019

Consumption per HA

41% decrease of from 2014 to 2020
12% decrease compared to 2019

Reason for the decrease

 Rationalisation of mechanical 
equipment

 Decrease in the # of straddle carriers
 Reduced road trips
 Combination of activities

Fuel Efficiency
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Suppliers

Lighter glass bottles producedwith 49% of recycled material.

Cork is a material that captures CO2 from the environment: 
6 tonnes captured in 2020

Suppliers are less than 200 miles away.

Avignonesi prefers local suppliers to promote economy 
within the community in addition to reducing transportation 
footprint
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Certifications

All wines are 
certified organic
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All wines are 
biodyvin certified

All wines are 
vegan certified

ISO 45001 certified 
for International 
Standards for 
Occupational Health 
and Safety



Healthier wines for healthier 
people, but also a healthier land 
and a healthier environment to 
pass on to future generations
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